CCC get the thumbs up from our in-country partners!
It was a busy couple of weeks for our Head of Operations, Tristan Brown, recently when he headed out to the
Philippines site for a site inspection and meetings with our project partners, the Provincial Government of Southern
Leyte (PGSL). It was the perfect opportunity to present the work that has been achieved so far and communicate our
hopes for the future. We are pleased to report that the PGSL have given us the go ahead to stay on our fantastic site
for another 3 years, with their full support for this year's work plan! The PGSL were particularly pleased with our
Scholarship Program and Tristan grabbed (read: cringed through!) the opportunity to spread the word via a surprise TV
interview. Let's hope that as a result we get to welcome lots more Filipino scholars to our site.
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Offer of the Month!
An easy one for you guys this month! Anyone who books on to a CCC expedition before the 24th March 2014 (and quotes
'News 10% on the booking form) gets 10% off their expedition cost. Enjoy!
NB. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer
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